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Why this study ?



• With the Inter-federal Energy Pact coming soon, Belgium is about to take important 
decisions on the future of the energy system. 

• In our capacity as transmission system operator we are not only at the heart of the energy 
transition, we also ensure that the electricity system remains adequate and we keep the 
lights on.

• Ultimately it is not up to us to make important societal decisions. However, we do think that 
our analyses can make an important contribution to the debate resulting in decisions 
that secure both our energy system and our welfare.

The reason for this study 
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Objectives of this study

This study proposes a quantitative analysis to provide a solid basis for the choices that 
Belgian authorities will make for the development of the electricity sector pursuing the three 

dimensions of the ‘Energy Trilemma’

Solving the Energy Trilemma

Assessing the contribution of the electricity sector in 
various scenarios for the achievement of sustainability, in 
particular regarding the climate objectives

Ensuring a reliable electricity supply, in particular regarding 
the choices to be made in view of the planned nuclear exit.

Indicating the economic and industrial opportunities to be 
captured by the investments in renewable and thermal 
generation, smart system with storage, demand flexibility 
and interconnectors.

Security of supply

Decarbonisation

Competitiveness



‘Electricity Scenarios for Belgium towards 2050’ follows and complements the 
‘Adequacy & Flexibility 2017-2027’ performed in 2016
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This study follows the “Elia Study on Adequacy and 
Flexibility for the Belgian System” performed for the 
period 2017-2027, at the request of the Minister for Energy, 
in April 2016 and its Addendum of September 2016.

The main purposes of this study are:

to complement the 2016 study with a long term view with 
quantified scenarios for 2030 and 2040;
to propose concrete options to respond to the adequacy 
needs, in line with the perspectives provided by the long term 
scenarios.

Adequacy & Flexibility
2017 - 2027

Long term energy vision
2030 - 2040



Scenarios and assumptions



On top of energy efficiency, an increase of RES supported by the required grid 
infrastructure is key to achieve decarbonisation of the electricity system. 
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For reaching the 2050 targets for the total energy system, the electricity system will have 
to be almost carbon free (more than 90%) by 2050.

CO2 reductions in the electricity system needed to 
achieve the European commitments
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Merit order ≠ thermal mix

Additional interconnectors

Additional interconnectors in EU

High flexibility (DSM, storage)

Large amount of sensitivities

3 scenarios for the European electricity system were quantified and simulated for

22 countries. Additional sensitivities for Europe and Belgium were also assessed.



RES and demand evolution in the 3 scenarios for Belgium
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Wind onshore penetration up to 2040 PV penetration up to 2040

Wind offshore penetration up to 2040 Total demand up to 2040



• from 0.9 to 2.5 Million

• from 1.1 to 2 GW of consumption that can be reduced during
peak moments

• from 0.7 to 31 GWh of consumption that can be shifted
within a day

• 0.6 to 10.5 GW (in ‘vehicles to grid’ or stationary)
• the Coo 3 project in one of the scenarios

In 2040, in Belgium, we assumed (depending on the scenario)…

EV

Batteries

Demand
response
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Assumed evolution of existing CCGT/OCGT and nuclear capacityEvolution of nuclear capacity

Current law is taken into account in all
scenarios (complete phase-out in 2025)

1800 MW of CHP (i.e. current installed 
capacity) for all scenarios

Evolution of existing gas capacity

Based on a 25 years lifetime 
assumption.

Evolution of CHP and waste capacity

300 MW of waste (i.e. current installed 
capacity) for all scenarios

A sensitivity with a 2 GW nuclear 
extension for 10 years was assessed 

The nuclear phase-out planned in 2025 (as legally determined) is used as a reference for all 
scenarios in this study. Existing CCGT and OCGT capacities are assumed to be 
decommissioned from the market after 25 years of operation.
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European assumptions are mainly based on the recent TYNDP2018 scenarios for all countries. 
Some data are taken from other studies and from national adequacy studies.

National studies

Assumptions for 
onshore wind in 2030

Assumptions for 
offshore wind in 2030

Assumptions for 
PV in 2030

The Netherlands: 
‘Monitoring report’ of 
TenneT & TYNDP2018

France: RTE adequacy
report & TYNDP2018

Germany: NEP 
scenarios 

Great-Britain: latest 
‘Future energy 
scenarios’ 2017

All others inputs are 
based on the data from 
TYNDP2018 for 2030 & 
2040

2030

2030
2030 & 2040

2030 & 2040
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Overview of nuclear and coal generation capacity assumptions in neighbouring countries.



Demand flexibility assumptions (shedding and shifting) were taken for all countries
Part of the electric vehicle fleet was also assumed as V2G
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The NTC assumptions for all borders are based on the reference grid for 2025 used in the framework of the 
Mid-term Adequacy Forecast. Additional NTC per border in both direction is considered for the ‘GRID+’ 
scenario.

Reference NTC assumptions between countries ‘GRID+’ : additional NTC per border in both directions
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The wind, PV and temperature data related to each variable are the ones used by ENTSO-E for adequacy and 
market studies.

34 
climate years

N random selection
on plant availability

(generated by the model based on 
historical data from ENTSO-E)
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2 different merit orders are used based on the World Energy Outlook 2016 from the International Energy 
Agency.
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A large amount of combinations were simulated to assess the future of the electricity system and Belgian 
energy mix choices



Methodology
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After defining scenarios, an adequacy and market study are performed to derive a large amount of indicators.
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An hourly economic dispatch model is used to simulate the European electricity market.

Market simulation performed with ANTARES (economic dispatch model developed by RTE)

Hourly simulation with a time span of one year

Optimal dispatch based on market bids on the marginal costs of each unit

Perfect foresight is considered for renewable production, consumption and unit availability

Dispatch to minimise the total operation costs of the system
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The adequacy study ensures that every country is within 1 and 3 hours of average LOLE. The needed thermal 
capacity in Belgium is calculated at the same time.

Adequacy is optimised on 
a European scale

Adequacy simulation
consist of a large amount

of ‘Monte-Carlo’ years
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The marginal price of generation for each hour is the result of the economic dispatch model.
Welfare indicators (Consumer surplus, Producer’s Surplus and Congestion Rents) are also calculated with the 
the economic outputs of the model.

Example of a merit order Illustration of the consumer and producer surplus



Study results and main 
messages
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In order to achieve CO2 reduction targets, additional measures will be needed:
• Maximising the RES penetration in Europe and inside of Belgium, combined with energy policies (on networks, 

generation, digitalisation) will enable the energy transition;
• Sustainability of the electricity generation should be assessed on the European perimeter as with more variable 

renewable sources, more cross-border exchanges will be observed.
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The future Belgian electricity mix will mainly be composed by RES and thermal capacity, while further increasing 
cross-border exchanges (relatively high imports in a ‘status quo’ approach, balanced exchanges in a more proactive 
approach).
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The European electricity mix will be mainly composed by RES, gas and nuclear in 2040. Decrease in coal and nuclear 
will be compensated by RES and gas.
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With the increase of renewable intermittent energy sources in the European electricity mix, the amount of cross 
border energy exchanges will increase (assuming same cross border capacity level). 
After a certain level of penetration, excess of energy that has to be curtailed increases but can be reduced by 
additional interconnections or additional flexibility options.
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In the medium term (2025 - 2030):

The estimated need is of 5.9 GW (thermal capacity) in 
the BC for 2030 

• 2.3 GW of existing units (commissioned after 2005)

• New-built thermal generation of 3.6 GW

In the longer term (2040):
• A slight increase in needed thermal capacity is observed 

in all scenarios mainly linked to electrification 

• The 3.6 GW will also be needed for adequacy reasons in 
the later scenarios (2040)

Increased need in case that neighboring 
countries are not adequate

After nuclear phase out, there will be a significant need for additional thermal capacity in the different scenarios 
for Belgium.
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At European level, keeping same adequacy level in all countries between scenarios lead to a decrease in need for 
thermal generation in scenarios with more RES, flexibility and interconnections.
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Mature storage technologies and demand flexibility will contribute to the adequacy of the system but will not 
eliminate the need for thermal generation as they cannot provide a solution for long periods without wind and sun.

The contribution of DSM, RES and storage is taken into account when calculating adequacy needs
Due to the increased amount of intermittent RES in the system, demand flexibility and storage will have an increased 
role for balancing the system and, daily cycling and solve local congestions 
Size constraints of storage will make thermal generation capacity necessary during cold spells
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The following figures are only based on pure EOM revenues. Ancillary services 
and additional revenues than those from the EOM are excluded.

Under the current market design while keeping prices roughly convergent with neighbouring countries,  the study 
shows  that the wholesale market will not remunerate the full costs of the necessary investments.  
Additional measures to ensure new capacity investments will be necessary.

Units covers its fixed costs
and annuity = signal for new 

investment

Units covers its fixed costs
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The favourable cost-/benefit analysis of additional interconnectors results from better market and renewables 
integration, without taking into account (in this study) the additional contribution to adequacy at critical peak 
moments.

Additional corridors are assessed on top of the planned investments (ALEGrO, NEMO Link®, Brabo, …)
Annuities of additional corridors are taken into account in the cost benefit analysis
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In this study, we assume that the Belgian system can import up to 6500 MW for adequacy purposes (if the generation 
capacity can be found abroad). 

Additional interconnection capacity will be a necessary to achieve high decarbonisation 
rates while maintaining prices in line with our neighbouring countries.

Additional interconnectors:
• will enhance the integration of RES;
• will contribute to cross border price convergence;
• will create the opportunity for the efficient, new build  generation to capture value in the integrated  

European market. 

The favourable cost/benefit analysis of additional interconnectors results from better 
market and renewables integration, without taking into account (in this study) additional 
contribution to adequacy at critical peak moments. 

Additional interconnections are a must do and must be anticipated in due time…
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The wholesale market price is key. An increase of the market price due to a CO2 and fossil fuel price increase (at EU 
level) will imply that the costs of needed investments, both in renewable and thermal capacity, will be increasingly 
covered by the market price, with less recourse to support mechanisms.

Note that wholesale electricity prices are 
calculated with the perfect market model used 
by Elia based on marginal costs of production.
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An efficient national generation fleet combined with additional interconnectors is key to maintaining competitive, 
wholesale electricity prices compared to neighbouring countries.
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The cost-/benefit analysis for the year 2030 reveals that the investments costs needed to achieve higher renewable 
penetration could be compensated by the market welfare gain brought to Belgium.

• Due to the high welfare creation, a ‘Large scale RES’ scenario or ‘Decentral’ scenario brings some minor additional 
costs (thanks to the market welfare gain) in relation to the Base Case scenario.

• Other benefits of high renewables scenarios in Belgium were not quantified but other studies have shown benefits in 
terms of trade balance reduction (less fossil fuel imports hence energy dependency), employment, …
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Market design options



Building further on at least two particular observations and results …

Supply shock and need for 3,6GW 
new-built thermal capacity

New CCGT inframarginal rent 
compared to FOM & FOM+annuity
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The Belgian market faces a significant, unprecedented and steep supply shock in the next 
decade triggered by the nuclear exit and further deepened by the assumed 
decommissioning of end-of-lifetime gas-fired generation by 2025. 

According to the study:
• there is a remaining new-built capacity need of at least 3,6 GW by 2025, for which thermal 

generation seems to be the only available option.
• under the current market design, while keeping prices roughly convergent with neighbouring 

countries, the wholesale market  will not remunerate the full costs of the necessary investments.

- Call for Action -
Based on these observations, alternative market design options will need to be developed
and the window of opportunity to deliver this capacity by 2025 is within the term of this
government.

The clock is ticking, not deciding now means that for adequacy reasons there will most 
probably be a need to extend nuclear generation. 



The window of opportunity to deliver this capacity by 2025 
is within the term of this government
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Taking into account lead times for construction, only about two or three years
are left to develop market design options.



Alternative market design options: two broad families
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E.g.: Strategic reserves E.g.: Capacity Remuneration Mechanisms, 
Targeted auctions

“Out-of-market” mechanisms “In-the-market” mechanisms



A view on the performance of an out-of-market mechanism to overcome
the supply shock
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Indications are that in-the-market mechanisms create more welfare than 
options relying on out-of-market mechanisms
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• Under the current market design while keeping prices roughly convergent with neighbouring
countries, the study shows that the wholesale market will not remunerate the full costs of the
necessary investments. This would leave a significant gap still to be filled with out-of-market
capacity (such as strategic reserves).

• Market design options relying on out-of-market capacity will result in price spikes and cause
price divergence with neighbouring countries, leading to a competitive disadvantage for the
Belgian economy.

• There are indications that market design options ensuring new-built generation capacity in-the-
market are likely to create more welfare for society and consumers than market design options
relying on out-of-market capacity mechanisms.



At least in a first stage, a targeted auction mechanism could provide a solution 
to the observed needs for new-built capacity
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• Taking into account lead times for developing new capacity and for rolling-out (new) mechanisms, targeted
auction mechanisms for new build capacity in the market seems to be the most realistic option for covering the
2025 new-built needs.

o The development of a market-wide CRM in France and the UK took about six years from the first discussions on
legislative changes until the first auction, after which the mechanism is still further being developed.

o For a small and interconnected market like Belgium, good cross-border arrangements are very important in a
market-wide CRM, but unfortunately not easy to accomplish…

o Targeted auctions are less complex and can be set up much faster.

• Although targeted in-the-market auction mechanisms are generally challenged from a competition perspective,
the specific Belgian context may provide for arguments to nevertheless try to justify such option, at least as part
of a further design transition.

o The urgent timing limits the available options
o Any potential distortion (crowding-out effect) could be limited given the Belgian case where it is rather a substitution

of baseload capacity
o A good tender design is to be studied in order to obtain a welfare maximizing outcome.
o Subject to further investigation, targeted auctions could also be conceived as first step towards a market-wide CRM

• It is advisable to start discussing possible policy options in the framework of the specific Belgian context as soon
as possible with the European authorities.



The future Belgian electricity mix will:

• Mainly be composed by RES and thermal capacity complemented by cross border 
exchanges.

• Storage and demand flexibility will contribute to the adequacy of the system but will not 
eliminate the need for thermal generation as they cannot provide a solution for long periods 
without wind and sun.

Additional interconnections
• Additional interconnection capacity will be a necessary to achieve high decarbonisation 

rates while maintaining prices in line (competitive) with our neighbouring countries. 

Summary conclusions (1/4)
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Guaranteeing security of supply:

• To keep the lights on, there is a need for new built thermal capacity (new  CCGT, new 
OCGT, new CHP, new biomass,…) in all scenarios after the nuclear phase-out and this for 
the whole time horizon covered by this study. 

• According to the study results:
ü there is a remaining new-built capacity need of at least 3,6 GW by 2025, for which

thermal generation seems to be the only available option.
ü And under the current market design while keeping prices roughly convergent with

neighbouring countries, the study shows that the wholesale market will not
remunerate the full costs of the necessary investments

Summary conclusions (2/4)
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Market design options:

• Based on the antecedent observations, alternative market design options will need to be
developed as the window of opportunity to deliver the needed thermal capacity by 2025 is
within the term of this government.

• Taking into account lead times for developing new capacity and for rolling-out (new)
mechanisms, targeted auction mechanisms for new build capacity in the market seem to
be the most realistic option for covering the 2025 new-built needs.

Summary conclusions (3/4)
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Call to action:

• This quantified study clearly shows that it is high time to take decisions if we want to keep
the future in our own hands.

• To meet the 2025 nuclear phase-out deadline, it is necessary to develop an alternative
market design by the deadline set in place by the government. There is just enough time to
calibrate the new support mechanism with Europe and to deliver the replacement capacity.

• Not deciding almost automatically means extending the lifetime of 4 GW nuclear capacity

Summary conclusions (4/4)
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Hypotheses maximum long term potential of RES
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The results obtained in this study are in line with the ‘Adequacy and Flexibility’ study performed in 2016 for 
the 2017-2027 period.
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Are the decisions made today robust for the future ?
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Current RES targets are only set on total energy. In order to assess those in the electricity 
sector, following estimations were taken. 
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Fixed costs (CAPEX, FOM), WACC and economic lifetime are based on several public sources and future 
projections.

WACC: Weighted Average Cost of Capital
FOM: Fixed Operation & Maintenance costs
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Mature storage technologies and demand flexibility will contribute to the adequacy of the system but will not 
eliminate the need for thermal generation as they cannot provide a solution for long periods without wind and sun.

One week wind, PV, storage and DSM dispatch in winter in Belgium
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To keep the lights on, there is a need for new built thermal capacity (new  CCGT, new OCGT, new 
CHP, new Biomass,…) in all scenarios after the nuclear phase-out and this for the whole time 
horizon covered by this study.

According to the study results, this new-built capacity need amounts to at least 3,6 GW by 2025.
• This figure 3,6 GW does not include an important contribution of DSM, RES and storage, which is considered separately.
• Results are inline with the adequacy & flexibility study 2017-27

Additional capacity (mainly generation and possibly some high-volumes storage) could be 
needed if the neighbouring countries’ production park is not adequate (estimate 1 to 2 GW but 
with low utilisation rates). 

After nuclear phase out, there will be a significant need for 
additional thermal capacity in the different scenarios for Belgium
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Current RES targets are only set on total energy. In order to assess those in the electricity 
sector, following estimations were taken. 
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The Belgian Energy mix is mainly relying on imported fossil fuel. 



Supported by a fact-based studyElia energy vision 2050: 

!! "

Reliable Affordable Sustainable

Our vision
By becoming Europe’s energy roundabout, 
Belgium can at the same time:

• achieve its sustainability objectives

• provide affordable and reliable electricity to its 
citizens

• capture an important industrial opportunity
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The position on the European merit order is key:
- the most efficient CCGT in the system will run between 4000 and 7500 hours in 2030 depending on the scenario;
- the least efficient CCGT will only run 1000 hours in 2030.
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As suggested by some stakeholders and other studies (Febeliec, Energyville, VBO), a partial nuclear phase-out 
(keeping 2 GW online until 2035) was examined as sensitivity in our study. 
Such a nuclear extension still needs to be accompanied by additional measures to ensure new build thermal 
capacity. 

Partial nuclear phase-out reduces the need of new built capacity for adequacy 
purposes from 3,6 GW to 1,6 GW
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Additional interconnectors do not  play a detrimental role for profitability for new-built generations.

Efficient CCGT revenues with and without additional interconnectors in 2030
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Total annualised fixed costs in generation, demand …of the system (existing units and new investments needed) for 
2030 for each scenario were quantified.
The investments in interconnections represent less than 2% of the total investment annuity needed in each scenario 
and will contribute substantially to the welfare of the country.
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The relative market welfare gain shows that around 800-900 M€/year gain for the Belgian society can be achieved 
comparing ‘Decentral’ and ‘Large Scale RES’ scenarios with ‘Base Case’.


